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Efneo© is a family-run, bicycle accessory company committed to producing innovative and stylish products 

while being trend-leaders in their industry. Efneo wishes to share their passion of cycling with bike enthusiasts all 

around the globe. Their current focus is creating and developing cutting edge, revolutionary bicycle technologies. 

Established in 2009 in Poland by the Migaszewski family, Efneo is an up-and-coming bicycle accessory company aimed at 

creating highly innovative parts and equipment for bikes.  Stephan Migazewski had an idea on how to improve bicycle 

gear shifts and derailleurs. Stephan’s son, Franciszek Migaszewski, gave this invention a chance to be distributed 

globally. With help from Francizek’s brothers Wiktor and Fryderyk as well as help from Stefan’s sister Bogusława 

Janowska, Efneo was formed. Through the revolutionary helpful use of crowd sourcing, Efneo will be able to 

manufacture innovative and trend-leading bicycle accessories for a diverse group of consumers.  

Efneo’s point of pride is their Efneo Gearbox© which is a front chain ring gearbox that can be attached to any type of 

standard bicycle. In simplest terms, it reduces the need to shift both back and front bike gears, and does so smoothly 

and automatically. With the creation of the internally geared chain ring, the gearbox attachment can offer any bicyclist a 

break from over-elaborate front derailleur. Efneo offers a mode of transportation that is nearly maintenance free and 

has up to 600% of gear range, making biking a stress-free, satisfying experience.  

Also in development is the Efneo Bicycle Freewheel©. This reduces the common problems with regular bicycle wheels. 

Free-wheeling happens when the bike is in motion and the pedals are stationary. High friction, low speed, fragile, noisy, 

bicycle wheels have been issues riders have been putting up with for years. The Efneo freewheel has no teeth, no pawls 

and no springs. This helps the wheel be silent and have very minimal loss of energy, just like in an industrial wheel 

bearing. Lastly, because there are no over-elaborate parts on the wheel, it is exceedingly durable. This freewheel is built 

just like a professional industrial free wheel with rollers. Stephan Migazewski, the inventor, describes this at the “perfect 

bicycle freewheel”. This will make for an easier, faster bike ride. 

Efneo prides itself on being an all-inclusive brand. Efneo’s bicycle accessories cater towards the common bike users, and 

also to the bike freaks and bike pros. Efneo’s products are dedicated for numerous variations of bicycles, like urban and 

trekking bikes, MTB and road bikes as well as the niche markets like BMX, folding and recumbent bikes. Our company is 

known for their cutting edge expertise in the bicycle industry. Through collaboration with Polish universities and the 

leaders in the metal processing industry Efneo have been able to eliminate the issues bicyclists have due to the front 

chain rings and derailleur. Efneo strives to present our customers with highly inventive, practical, and technologically 

advanced products. 


